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IN the Mirror of the 'Lancet,' December 13, 1873, and
October 26, 1878, are reported, with remarks, cases of tempo-
rary local paralysis after epileptiform convulsions; after those
convulsions, that is to say, in which spasm begins in the
terminal part of a limb or in the side of the face : these con-
vulsions were first described by Bravais in 1824. As I there
stated, the paralysis is supposed to depend on exhaustion of
nerve-fibres consequent on the excessive discharge in the
paroxysm. I do not now, however, speak so confidently as to
the geographical position of the fibres exhausted; physio-
logically speaking, they are, I suppose, those connected with
the discharging cells, and are presumably some fibres of the
internal capsule. Since the remarks in the first report

1 Tlie term Dissolution has long been usocl by Herbert Spencer ns the opposite
of Evolution. I use it in that sonse in this, as I have dono in former papers.
Great objections me made to this application of the term, but I submit that it is
inexpedient to coin a new word for the opposite of Evolution of the Nervous
System, when Dissolution hns botn used for at least fifteen years for tlie opposite
of Evolution in general. The term is none of my choosing ; it was used aalnrn
now uBing it, long before I thought of tlie procrSB it names.
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434 ON TEMPORARY PARALYSIS AFTER EPILEPTIFORM

appeared, I have found that the hypothesis advanced is in
all essential respects the hypothesis of Todd and Alexander
Robertson. It is briefly that the temporary post-epileptiform
paralysis depends on temporary central exhaustion consequent
on the excessive discharge during the paroxysm. During the
paroxysm there is a severe nervous discharge (liberation of
energy) beginning from highly unstable cells ("discharging
lesions "*) of some portion of the cerebral cortex ; the currents
developed of course " flow " in the order of lines from those of
least to those of most resistance ; in other words, the movements
of the external parts represented are developed in the order of
their speciality of representation by the nervous arrangements
(cells and fibres) of the portion of the cortex in question.
Spasm in convulsion is nothing more than a contention, or
sequence of contentions, of many of the movements repre-
sented by unstable cells of some part of the cerebral cortex ;
numerous movements being developed in a short time.

The convulsion is the external positive event answering to
the internal positive event of excessive nervous discharge
(great liberation of energy). The local paralysis remaining
when the convulsion is over, when the discharge has ceased, is
of the parts first and most convulsed, and is supposed to be
the external negative condition answering to the internal
negative condition of exhaustion of some fibres overworked
from the excessive discharge of cells connected with those
fibres. The nerve-fibres being only exhausted, not destroyed,
as in some other kinds of paralysis, post-epileptiform paralysis
is temporary, unless, of course, the fit recurs soon.

The condition following an excessive cerebral discharge
is supposed to be analogous to exhaustion, by strong fara-
dization, of a nerve going to the cut-off leg of a frog. A

1 The very simple expression " discharging lesion " has, 1 find, led to difficulties.
I t has been taken to mean that some morbid product discharges, just as the
expression " the kettle boils " might be taken to mean that the copper vessel and
not the water boils. A " discharging lesion " consists in some alteration (excess
of function) of some' part of the patient; certain of his nerve-cells, represen-
ting some movements of some parts of his body, have by some pathological
processf becomo highly unstable; on their discharge, the movements they
represent are suddenly developed in great numbers in a very short time. The
contention of these movements is spasm.
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AND EPILEPTIC SEIZURES. 435

closer analogy is the temporary paralysis of a frog after a
tetaniform attack induced by a large dose of strychnia; the
functional power of the motor nerves is temporarily destroyed.
Since after an enormous dose of strychnia there is paralysis
without prior convulsion, it is believed that strychnia may act
directly on the motor nerves. However, Vulpian concludes :l

" Les nerfs d'un membre priv6 de circulation chez une
grenouille strychnis^e perdent done une partie de leur motricite
s6us l'influence des excitations prolongees, repetees et violentes,
qu'ils subissent dans ces conditions." A still closer analogy is
that, on strong faradization of a frog from mouth to anus there
is a tetanic condition, and after it a temporary "resolution
flasque et g&ifeile de toutes les parties du corps."2

The above is not the accepted explanation. Some physicians
believe the temporary post-epileptiform paralysis to result
from the cerebral congestion of asphyxia induced by arrested
respiration in the paroxysm. In reply, it may be said that
such congestion being universal in the brain cannot account
for local paralysis. Again, the paralysis has been attributed
to small extravasations of blood caused by congestion from
arrested respiration. But the paralysis is of the parts first and
most convulsed in the prior paroxysm, and it would be very
remarkable if the extravasations in each succeeding fit always
occurred in the same centre—in that representing the parts
first and most convulsed. I do not adduce against this
opinion the fact that the paralysis is temporary, for I admit
that small clots may produce only temporary paralysis. There
are other strong arguments against the accepted explanation.
We find local paralysis after some epileptiform seizures in
which there has been no interference with respiration what-
ever; paralysis so occurring cannot be caused by cerebral
congestion, nor by extravasations in the nervous centres. On
the other hand, local paralysis does not occur after severe
seizures of epilepsy proper, in which there often is extreme
asphyxia from spasm of respiratory muscles. To repeat;
absolute, although temporary, local paralysis may be found
where there has been no asphyxia in the prior paroxysm,
and is not found after paroxysms of epilepsy proper when

1 Arch, de Phys. 1870, vol. iii. p. 128. ' Vulpimi.
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436 ON TEMPORARY PARALYSIS AFTER EPTLEPTIFORM

the asphyxia has been suddenly induced and extreme in
degree.

It is asserted by some authorities that the local paralysis
after epileptiform seizures is not always of the parts first and
most convulsed. In my experience it always has been so.
This being no answer, I can only ask that further observations
may be made on the matter.

It is understood, of course, that we are speaking of paralysis
following seizures which we may call chronic; we are not
speaking of cases of meningeal or cerebral haemorrhage; in some
cases of cerebral haemorrhage the clot which destroys some part
of the brain, and which in this way produces hemiplegia, also
causes convulsion. We speak of cases such as those in which
a small tumour or other " foreign body " in the mid-cortical
region of the brain leads to instability of cells near it1—leads
to what I have called a " discharging lesion"; the cells
rendered unstable occasionally " explode" or liberate much
energy, or, in other words, discharge excessively, and all of them
much more nearly simultaneously than the comparatively
stable cells do in health. After their excessive discharge
has ceased, as signified by cessation of spasm, there often is
paralysis, and that paralysis is temporary.

It is supposed that the following is the sequence from a
growth in the cortex to the temporary post-epileptiform

1 I havo suggested that the size and shape of cells, as well as their nearness to
tho tumour, or othor source of irritation, will have to do with their becoming
unstable; other things equal, the same quantity of matter in many small cells
will present ft vastly greater surface to the contact of nutrient material than the
same quantity in one large cell. I have also suggested that small muscles, or,
moro properly, movoments which require little energy for the displacements they
have to effect (those of the face and of the hands in touch, for example), are
represented by small cells. Such movemeuts ore rapidly changing during many
of tho operations thuy servo in—writing, for example—and require repetitions of
short liberations of energy, and nocessitato quick recuperation of the cells con.
ccrnrd. Movements of the upper arm are, in comparison, little changing, and
roquiro pcrsistont steady liberation of energy. That small muscles are represented
by small cells is not altogether a mero hypothesis. Tho masterly researches of
Bevaii T-owis seem to me to show that those parts of Hitzig and Ferrier's region
which especially represent small muscles havo most small cells. It is to be
noted that parts like tho hand will bo represented in a great numbor of different
movements, and therefore by numerous ganglion colls. It may be mentioned, too,
that epileptic and epileptiform seizures usually begin in small muscles, and it
often happens that for a timo a patient's seizures are limited to small muscles.
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AND EPILEPTIC SEIZURES. 437

paralysis. (1) A growth, often a syphilitic one, in the cortex
cerebri; so far apparently there are no convulsive or paralytic
symptoms. But the growth, in its character as a foreign body,
(2) induces (presumably slowly) changes of instability in nerve
cells near it. Still there may be no outward signs of it, or
rather of these changes it induces. Next (3) some day the
unstable cells discharge and produce a convulsive paroxysm.
(4) After the paroxysm there is paralysis of the parts which
were first and most convulsed. (5) The patient is apparently
well again in a few hours or days, and keeps so until the'
next fit comes. (Of course the " foreign body " may produce
the general symptoms of tumour, optic neuritis, headache, &c,
which do not here specially concern us.)

It is recognised nowadays, thanks especially to Hitzig,
Ferrier, and Charcot, that tumours in the mid-region of the
brain, when very large and when much softening is induced,
may be the cause of some permanent paralysis; here the
paralysis is owing to permanent destruction. In this paper
temporary paralysis after convulsion is alone considered,
and so far only local temporary paralysis after epileptiform
seizures.

It is not denied, of course, that convulsion may occur in'
a part which is already paralysed, partially or completely.
For example, a patient may become hemiplegic without con-
vulsion, and then on partial, or, indeed, on apparently complete,
recovery, he may become subject to convulsions beginning in
the hand, side of face, or foot. This I believe happens most
often when the hemiplegia has resulted by embolism or
thrombosis.

Cases of transient paralysis not preceded by convulsion,
however often repeated, and however much like one another
the recurring palsies may be, do not come here under our
notice. Transient paralysis may be owing to a small clot, or
to softening from blocking of a small vessel. Bepetitions of
similar local paralyses, each transitory, are hard to explain;
but, as above said, we are not here concerned with them.
Again, a patient subject to localised convulsion may have a
batch of them, and in the intervals of the convulsions the
parts occasionally severely convulsed may remain absolutely
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438 ON TEMPORARY PARALYSIS AFTER EPILEPTIFORM

paralysed. It is very singular to witness spasm beginning
in and spreading over a limb which the patient can at no
time move in the slightest degree.1 In this paper, I repeat,
temporary paralysis after convulsion is alone considered.

Let us note the sequence of phenomena in a very simple
case, recorded in the' Lancet,' October 26th, 1878, intercalating
hypothetical explanations in brackets, and thus keeping them
separate from the facts. A patient subject to epileptiform
attacks [having permanently a local "discharging lesion"] has
no obvious paralysis" [since if the nervous arrangements, their
cells being highly unstable, are useless for normal function,
there is large Compensation by neighbouring parts]. One
afternoon she has a fit [an excessive discharge, beginning
from the part of the cortex the cells of which are unstable],
the spasm affecting chiefly the right arm [brutal, that is
excessive development and more nearly simultaneous develop-
ment of the movements which the unstable cells discharging
represent than would occur in healthy operations]; after the
fit the arm is absolutely paralysed [exhaustion of central nerve-
fibres has been effected by the discharge]; all paralysis is
gone in five hours [there being only exhaustion, recuperation
is soon complete].

Of course there are cases in which the post-epileptiform
paralysis is trifling, and more transitory than in the case
above instanced; the patient may say his hand is a "little
numb," and we may find that he grasps firmly, but cannot
pick up a pin or button his shirt. It is convenient to take
for illustration a simple case ; the reasoning is essentially the
same. In the case instanced we have not merely to account
for (1) local paralysis after a localised convulsion, but for two
other things also; (2) for the absoluteness of the paralysis;
(3) for the paralysis being very transient.

We have so far, except in passing illustration, spoken only

1 Porhnps it may seem that such oase3 are counter to the hypothesis. But that
the Comparatively slight discharges during " volition " should fail to move a part,
and that an excessive discharge should move it, is not extraordinary. Yet if the
fibres be exhausted, how is it that by them the excessive discharge can effect con-
vulsion of tho part they pass towards ? We must suppose that they are either not
absolutely exhausted, or that they soon recuperate enough to be affected by the
excessive discharge.
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AND EPILEPTIC SEIZUEES. 439

of epileptiform seizures. Logically, if Todd and Robertson's
hypothesis is to be sustained, there ought to be paralysis after
seizures of epilepsy proper. It would usually be said that
there is none. So that whilst after the comparatively slight
seizures called epileptiform there is often decided paralysis,
there is, according to current opinions, none after the much
severer paroxysms of epilepsy proper. At first glance this
seems decisive against Todd and Eobertson's hypothesis, as
well as against the hypothesis of congestion and extravasation
already combated. But local paralysis (of the face, or of a
limb, or of one side of the body) is not the sole paralysis met
with: there is such a thing as paralysis spread all over the
body. The patient, after a severe paroxysm of epilepsy proper,
has not, it is true, any paralysis of but one limb; he is not
hemiplegic. He is, however, I submit, biplegic, if such a
word may be coined. I mean that there is some, however
slight, paralysis of both sides of the body; the paralysis is
nearly evenly, I do not say absolutely equally, spread on both
sides of his body. How does it happen that such paralysis is
ignored ? One reason I submit is, that being slight, evenly
spread, and transient—there being no difference, or no obvious
difference betwixt the two sides of the body—it is not easily
recognisable as paralysis. Another reason is, that here, as
in other cases, abnormal physical conditions are erroneously
" explained" as being owing to abnormal psychical states.
After a very severe fit of epilepsy proper, the patient does
not move his limbs; all admit that. He seems a mere
breathing, circulatory, &c, mechanism, lying otherwise inert on
the floor. As he is then comatose, it would generally be said
that' he does not move hecause he is unconsoious. A moment's
consideration, however, will show that this is an explanation
which verbally explains everything, and yet in reality explains
nothing. It may pair-off with such a pseudo-explanation as
that a patient does not move a limb because there is loss of
volition, or with that which accounts for an aphasic's inability
to speak, or for his speaking badly, by saying that it is
" because he has .lost the memory of words." It belongs to a
whole family of psychologico-materialistic confusions; it is
akiu to that which has it that ideas or sensations (psychical
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440 ON TEMPORARY PARALYSIS AFTER EP1LEPT1FORM

states) produce movements (physical states); to that also
which declares that the mind affects the body. Nothing is
said against the popular or clinical use of these expressions.
No one objects in a clinical conference to the expressions
that ideas or emotions affect, or, more inclusively, that the mind
affects the body, when it is understood that what is meant
is that centres, during activity of which mental states arise,
can affect other centres, and thus the body. But much is to
be said against the use, or rather abuse, of such expressions in
what purport to be scientific explanations. It is, to say the
very least, inexpedient in a scientific exposition to attempt
to explain physical conditions by invoking crude popular
psychological doctrines.

To return to the case. I submit that the post-epileptic
comatose patient does not move, for the very simple reason
that there is some negative physical condition of his nervous
centres. It is an intelligible, if it be an erroneous, explana-
tion to say that his highest nervous arrangements, and no
doubt many lower ones too, are exhausted by the excessive
discharge in the prior paroxysm. Surely the patient's not
moving, if it be not owing to exhaustion of nervous arrange-
ments, is at any rate owing to some negative physical condition;
this negative physical condition is not loss of consciousness,
but is only correlative with that negative psychical condition,
if one may be allowed to speak of two negative conditions
being correlative. I submit that it is not an intelligible
explanation to say that the patient does not move because he
is unconscious. Why should he not move if unconsciousness
were all, his nervous system being sound? The fact is, he
cannot be unconscious without having some negative physical
condition of his nervous system answering to that negative
psychical condition, and it is the central negative physical
condition alone which we have to take count of in our
explanations of his other physical condition of immobility.

The paralysis after a paroxysm of epilepsy proper, although
widespread, is not necessarily, I suppose never is, total any-
where ; it varies in different cases from slight to severe. In
some cases of post-epileptic coma there is considerable move-
ment on disturbing the patient. This is not in the least
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AND EPILEPTIC SEIZURES. 441

counter to the hypothesis, for besides the possibility that but
few of the patient's highest nervous arrangements are exhausted,
many others, and also some of lower centres, are capable of func-
tioning. There is no a priori reason why there should not be
slight quasi-trifling paralysis spread all over the body—in
other words, loss of some movements of every part of the body,
with retention of many other movements of every part of the
body—than that there should be slight quasi-trifling paralysis
throughout an arm as there often is—in which case there is
loss of some movements of the limb as a whole, with retention
of many other movements of it. To speak of a part as being
both paralysed and also as being movable by the patient, is
not even unusual in ordinary clinical language. For to say
that an arm is partially paralysed means that there is both some
paralysis and also some movement remaining. We should not
speak of paralysis of muscles from central lesions. Nervous
centres do not represent muscles, but, or except as, move-
ments. Hemiplegia appears as loss of power in certain
muscles, but really is a loss of a number of movements of the
parts paralysed. Similarly a convulsion appears as spasm of
muscles, but is really a development of numerous movements of
the parts, or rather an attempt at such development; spasm
being a contention of many movements. From a small de-
structive lesion of a centre a few movements of muscles may be
lost, and many other movements of the same muscles be
retained; the hemiplegic man, who cannot easily button his
waistcoat, and yet can lift a chair, has only lost some power
in (he muscles of the arm, in the sense that he has lost some
of the most special or " delicate" movements of this limb.
Similarly there may be loss of some of the most special or
" delicate " movements all over the body, with retention of very
many more general or " coarser " movements all over the body.

I do not shirk the logical consequences of the doctrine that
the highest centres are, like all lower centres, sensori-motor—
that from loss of function of more or fewer of them there is para-
lysis. Let me go into detail. I believe that in every case of
insanity, however slight it may be, there is, so long as it lasts,
defect1 of consciousness. I believe, too, that there is neces-

1 I durc Hay it ujay bo denied that in some slight cases of insanity there is any
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442 ON TEMPORARY PARALYSIS AFTER EPILEPTIFORM

sarily correlative with this negative psychical condition, a
negatiye physical condition of the highest nervous arrange-
ments. Putting this otherwise, consciousness in health attends,
but is not activity of these highest nervous arrangements; and
when the function of them, or some of them, is lost by any
pathological process, there is correspondingly loss or defect of
consciousness. The highest centres are not consciousness, they
are only the anatomical substrata of consciousness. Since the
anatomical substrata of consciousness are, like all other centres,
made up of sensori-motor arrangements, there should be wide-
spread, however slight, paralysis in every case of insanity. I
believe there is. Of course, in many cases, it would be difficult
or impossible to demonstrate any. Some of those who might
deny there to be any in a case of insanity might nevertheless
admit it by saying that there was loss of expression, shambling
gait, and slowness of movement. To take an extreme case,
one of temporary acute mania after an epileptic paroxysm.
The furious post-epileptic maniac is unconscious as well as
maniacal. His symptomatic condition is double; there is a
negative and there is also a positive element. I believe there
is during his mania widespread paralysis consequent on tempo-
rary exhaustion of many of his highest nervous arrangements,
which exhaustion is the negative physical condition answering
to his negative psychical condition. I do not mean that his
maniacal actions are the outcome of the exhaustion; that is
an impossible explanation; there is supposed to be paralysis
answering to that exhaustion. How then do we account for
the co-existing over-movements of mania? The case is an
example of Dissolution, using this term as the opposite of
Evolution.

Evolution does not simply imply a progressing increase of
complexity and speciality only, but also that the higher (more
complex and special) nervous arrangements control or inhibit

defect of consciousness, partly because it is erroneously inferred that what is
oliriienlly called insensibility is meant. Yet probably some of those who would
deny defect of consciousness in a slight case of insanity would tacitly admit it by
Buying that the patient's judgment, power of attention, emotional control, or will
WBS defective. A person has not got a consciousness in addition to will, memory,
and emotion ; these are only names applied to artificially distinguished aspects
of consciousness; defectives judgmont, &c, is defect of consciousness.
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the lower. There are two things: " the adding on " of the
higher is at the same time " a keeping down " of the lower.
Now as to the reverse process of Dissolution. It also is a
double process. " The taking off " of the higher is a " letting
go" of the lower. On removal of the influence of some
of the highest nervous arrangements (on loss of their
function in the case of post-epileptic mania by exhaus-
tion), the next lower nervous arrangements, no longer con-
trolled (Anstie, Dickson), spring into activity, and it is
from tlieir activity that the maniacal movements result. On
the physical side there is loss of function of some of the
highest nervous arrangements, and increased activity of the
next lower. Correspondingly on the psychical side there is
loss of consciousness and mania. In all other cases of insanity
there is a negative and a positive condition, in some, as in
post-epileptic mania, the positive condition is hyperpositive.1

There is no inconsistency in supposing that there is paralysis
in the sense of there being loss of some of the most special
movements all over the body, and that there is al3o retention
of very many others, and over-increased activity of them, any
more than there is in supposing there to be loss of some move-
ments of the arm in cases of chorea, where other movements
of that limb are over-developed. I submit that what has

1 1 consider that there are many degrees of Dissolution consequent on exhaustion
of different amounts effected by epileptio discharges of different degrees of
severity. To make, perhaps with some arbitrariness, three degrees, there is
(1) post-opileptdo "ideation ;" (2) post-epileptio action (mania for an example);
and (3) post-epileptio coma. This is using ordinary nomenclature, which is mis-
leading. There is a negative and a positive element in each degree. Along
with post-epileptic ideation there is—(a) defect of consciousness; with the post-
epileptio actions, there is (6) loss of consciousness, and in the third degree there
is (o) coma. We compare these three negative conditions, saying they signify
respectively Shallow, Deep, and Deepest Dissolution, the central condition being
" shallow," " deep," nnd " deepest" exhaustion of nervous arrangements of the
highest and perhaps also of lower centres. The positive elements comparable
are (a) the " ideation," (b) the actions, and (o), not the coma, but the vital opera-
tions, ciroulatory, "respiratory, &c, going on in the comatose state. These are
owing to activity of nervous arrangements which are healthy except for being
uncontrolled by their now exhautted higher nervous arrangements. Unless the
duplex conditions in each be recognised, the three degrees cannot be shown to be
analogous, nor can the cases be shown to come under the principle of Disso-
lution of the Nervous System. It ia understood, too, that what we really compare
and contrast aro the physical conditions in the several degrees.
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444 ON TEMPORARY PARALYSIS AFTER EPILE1TIFORM

been called defect of voluntary co-ordination of the arm in
chorea, is simply loss of so many movements of the limb, that
it is so much paralysis, and what has been called morbid
involuntary co-ordination, is simply over-development of some
others. Besides we daily see co-existing the diametrically
opposite conditions of paralysis and spasm, as in the rigidity
of hemiplegia. So we do more rarely in the tremor of disse-
minated sclerosis, in which there is loss of some movements
and retention of some others.

As aforesaid, the immobility of the post-epileptic comatose
patient, which is here called paralysis, is commonly " explained "
as being owing to a psychical loss. It would be denied that
there is any paralysis. Yet after all, what is denied in technical
terms is admitted in simple ones. On return of consciousness
after the paroxysm, or of some consciousness, whilst it would be
said that the patient is not paralysed, paralysis is really
admitted in the statements that he is " prostrated " or " weak "
after his fits. Even after slight epileptic attacks (le petit
mal) there is veritable paralysis; the patient is weak (" unfit
for anything," " thoroughly done up," are the kind of expres-
sions patients use). Let me say explicitly that if paralysis is
to mean only local paralysis, the patient after a slight or
severe epileptic paroxysm is not paralysed. I admit that most
willingly, indeed I assert it. But it is not fair to make such a
limit to the meaning of the term. I submit that the patient is
paralysed-. His " weakness " is veritable paralysis, even if it
be owing especially to exhaustion of nervous arrangements
for vital organs (cardiac, respiratory, &c).

I venture then to submit (1) that the psychological " ex-
planation " is really no explanation of the comatose patient's
immobility; the explanation of a materialistic condition
should be in materialistic terms. Our concern, as physicians,
with negative or positive psychical conditions is simply to get
to know what is going wrong in the nervous, system. The
absolute distinction betwixt mind and body is insisted on, not
as some seem to suppose, because a psychological view is taken
of any nervous diseases, but for the diametrically opposite
reason. The distinction is made in order that we may le
thoroughly materialistic in our dealings with disease, and that
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we may methodically consider the nervous system from top to
bottom as a mere sensori-motor mechanism.1 Next I submit
(2) that there is paralysis afyer epileptic seizures and that
(3) this paralysis is universally spread, and (4) is owing to
exhaustion of some nervous arrangements of the highest
centres and perhaps of lower ones too.

That loss of function of nervous arrangements of the highest
centres (which centres, although neither they nor their
activities are consciousness, are yet the anatomical substrata of
consciousness), should entail paralysis in the sense of universal
weakness, is in accord with the doctrine of Evolution of the
nervous system. And that it should not entail local paralysis
is equally in accord with that doctrine. I have long held
that the very highest centres are, like all other centres, sensori-
motor. In other words, parts of the brain other than Hitzig
and Eerrier's centres (lower cerebral centres) are, I think,
made up of sensori-motor arrangements. I do not say this in
consequence of their experiments ; I urged it before their ex-
periments were begun, and urge it still. For various reasons
I think that the nervous arrangements of the highest centres
are the most special and complex of all sensori-motor arrange-
ments. Each unit of the highest centres represents, I believe,
the organism as a whole (complexity) and each unit represents

1 Scientifio materialism is quite a different thing from crude popular mater-
ialism. Scientific materialism distinguishes betwixt mind and nervous system in
order to study each thoroughly. Popular materialism does not separate the two,
and mixes up in its "explanations" psychical factors and physical factors.
Scientific materialism is only materialistic as to what is material, the norvoua
system. Popular crude materialism, making no distinctions, confuses two
utterly different tlnDgs, psychical states and physical states. It is said that in
an early stage, of paralysis agitans the patient can keep his hand still by an act of
volition. No one objects to this phrase used clinically if the physical process
corresponding to what is psychically volition be meant; if it be meant, for
example, that a cerebral discharge can inhibit the movements, or inhibit spinal or
other centres for them. But if it be really meant that The Will can arrest a
physical process, the statement is most unwarrantable. It amounts to saying
that the will influences matter. Let any ono try to concoive how the will can
stop a movement; it is on the other hand conceivable, if not believable, that a
nervous discharge during " volition " may stop a movement, for botli are material
things. Clifford writeB " . . . if anybody says that the will influences matter, the
statement is not untrue, but it is nonsense The will is not a material thing,
it is not a modo of material motion. Such an assertion belongs to the crude
materialism of the savage."
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446 ON TEMPORARY PARALYSIS AFTER EPILEPTIFORM

the whole organism differently (speciality). There is, to
speak figuratively, " an experiment made by disease," which
seems to me to demonstrate that the highest nervous arrange-
ments represent the whole organism. In a severe paroxysm
of epilepsy proper, one setting in with loss of consciousness
(when of necessity, therefore, the corresponding physical pro-
cess of discharge begins in some part of the highest centres)
the whole organism is involved; there is universal convulsion.
The convulsion in epilepsy proper is, I take it, a brutal
development of movements represented in the highest centres
primarily discharged, and doubtless too in lower centres second-
arily discharged. The discharge " by disease " beginning in
some part of the highest centres of either side of the brain
shows that they represent movements of all parts of both sides
of the organism; they show this as certainly as artificially
induced discharge (by galvanism or faradisni) of any centre
in Hitzig and Ferrier's region shows it to especially represent
movements of some external part. This conclusion from an
" experiment by disease" is strictly in accord with the
doctrine of Evolution. As consciousness, or most vivid con-
sciousness, represents the whole subject (subject-object) so the
anatomical substrata of consciousness, or in other words the
highest nervous centres, represent the whole organism. There
is still another way of looking at this aspect of the question.

In many cases of epileptiform seizures beginning by dis-
charge of some part of the mid-region of one side of the brain,
and developing first local one-sided spasm, the convulsion
becomes universal. The difference betwixt such a convulsion
from discharge of part of lower cerebral centres and one of
epilepsy proper from discharge of part of the highest centre, is
only a difference in Compound Degree; it is such a difference
as great difference in Evolution of the two centres would lead
us to expect. The doctrine of evolution implies that the
highest centres of one side are evolved out of the lower
cerebral centres of the same side ; that they re-represent all
the parts which the lower centres have represented but in
more numerous, more complex, and more special combinations.1

1 That both sides of the body are represented in each half of the brain is quite
certain ns " descending " wasting in certain cases of one-sided cerebral disease
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AND EPILEPTIC SEIZURES. 447

The two convulsions, (1) epileptic from discharge of part of the
highest centres and (2) epileptiform, from discharge of part
of lower cerebral centres, are in accord with these statements.
The severe convulsion of epilepsy proper is more quickly
universal, the parts on the two sides of the body are convulsed
more nearly simultaneously, and the different movements of
every part are developed more nearly contemporaneously,
than in the severe epileptiform seizure. That it is a difference
of decree is shown, in part at least, by the fact that in most
cases of epilepsy proper the convulsion affects one side a little
earlier and a little more than the other.

Frequently, however, the epileptiform convulsion is limited ;
the spasm is local. Just as after localised convulsion (epilepti-
form seizure) there is local paralysis, so after universal or wide-
spread convulsion, there is, I submit, universal or widespread
paralysis. The explanation given of post-epileptic immobility
is, it seems to me, at any rate as good as the psychological
explanation; if, indeed, the latter deserves the name of
explanation.

To return now to cases of patients locally paralysed after
localised epileptiform seizures. It may be alleged against the
hypothesis put forward, that there is no proportion betwixt the
severity of the seizure (the sev/erity of the discharge), and the
subsequent paralysis (amount of exhaustion). But once more
it is pointed out, that decided local-paralysis is usually what is
solely called paralysis. Widespread slight temporary paralysis
is not easily recognised as paralysis. If a man has total weak-
ness of one arm, or even slight weakness of it after an epilep-
tiform convulsion affecting that limb, that weakness is called
paralysis. But if there be universal transitory slight weak-
ness after a seizure, it is not called, but really is, paralysis.

On the hypothesis, there ought logically to be an exact
relation of proportionality betwixt the discharge and the sub-
sequent central exhaustion; betwixt the convulsion and the
subsequent paralysis. I submit that there is. The relation is,

proves. ,And since the fibres wasted in the spinal cord are some of those of the
opposite lateral column and some of those of the anterior column of the same side
as the cerebral lesion, there is warrant for the inference that the two aides of
the body are differently represented in each half of tho brain.
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448 ON TEMPORARY PARALYSIS AFTER EPILEPTIFORM

however, not easy to sec at first glance. I nsk the reader to
remember that I expressly admit, that after the severest epilep-
tifonn seizures, there is less paralysis than after the slight
ones, if by paralysis local paralysis be meant, and that I ex-
pressly deny that there is less if paralysis be used, as I
submit it ought to be, for widespread or universal weakness as
well as for local weakness after a fit.

We must, in the remainder of this paper, discard the vague
word " severe" as applied to nervous discharges in disease,
and speak of quantities of energy liberable and rates of
liberation. Different quantities of grey matter will be un-
stable in different cases, and there will be differences of
degree of instability of cells in different cases. Thus, in
different cases there will be different quantities of energy
liberable and liberated in the paroxysms. It is quite a certain
thing that these are all degrees of spasm in unilaterally be-
ginning convulsions from slight paroxysmal twitching of a
few fingers, or " starting" of the big toe, to the severest
universally-becoming convulsion; hence there are different
quantities of energy liberable. But we must consider not
only the quantity of energy liberated by discharging cells,
but the rapidity of its liberation. Of course the conditions arc
complex, different quantities of energy will in different cases
be liberated in different times. We estimate the two things
respectively, but of course very roughly ^indeed, by tho
amount of spasm, and by the suddenness of onset and rapidity
of spreading of spasm.

I think as a matter of observation that, other things equal,
the more deliberately spasm sets in, and the more slowly it
spreads, the more local it is, and also the longer it continues ;
and further, that the paralysis after such spasm, is correspond-
ingly more local, is greater in degree, and more persistent. If
so, we may, on Todd and Eobertson's hypothesis, say of the
central process, that the more deliberately the discharge
begins, and the slower it is, the less widespread aro the nerve-
currents developed, and the longer they continue; and that
consequently tho post-epileptiform exhaustion of centres is
more local, more complete, and more persisting. On the
other hand, the more suddenly spasm sets in, and the faster it
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AND EPILEPTIC SEIZUKES. 449

begins to spread, tho greater, I think, is the range it attains.;
and further, that the paralysis after it is more widespread, less
in degree and more transient. If so, we may, on Todd and
Robertson's hypothesis, say, that the more suddenly the dis-
charge begins, and the more rapid it is, the more widespread
are the currents developed, and the less time do they continue;
and that the post-epileptiform exhaustion of centres is more
widespread, less extreme, and more transient. The paralysis,
in the latter cases, is apparently less, because it is not so
localised, because it is slighter in degree, and because it soon
passes off—in a word, it is not easily recognisable as paralysis,
and may yet be admitted to be so, being called weakness.

Suppose two patients, in each of whom the same cortical
area is affected, and so affected in one that a certain quan-
tity of energy is occasionally liberated slowly, say in ten
minutes, and so affected in the other, that an equal quantity
is occasionally liberated rapidly,1 say in two minutes. Let us
suppose that the part of the cortex represents especially
movements of the arm. I suggest that the currents developed
in the first case might " flow " almost exclusively to the arm,
to the parts most specially represented in the part of the
cortex discharged, and that in the second case they would
" flow" less exclusively to the arm, but also to parts more
generally represented by it, and finally to lower and collateral
centres.

The rapid and sudden spreading of spasm implies a sudden
rapid liberation of energy, and thus a shorter liberation of
what is liberable; the currents developed will have greater
force than those from a slow liberation of an equal quantity
of energy. It is not asserted that nerve impulses travel faster
in cases of rapid liberation than in cases of slow liberation;
but that there is in the former a greater " quantity of motion "
in a short time against an equal quantity in a long time in
the latter. The more rapid short liberation (since currents
of greater force, although over a shorter time, are developed)
will overcome greater resistances than currents of less force
over a larger time from slow, lengthy liberation. As will be
seen, I do not use the term force as synonymous either with
momentum or energy; it is, however, difficult for me to use

VOL. III. 2 G
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450 ON TEMPORARY PARALYSIS AFTER EPILEPTIPORM

the term force without misgivings, since, among other reasons,
it is a term used differently by different people. Supposing
every molecule of a nerve to be of the same mass, and to
always travel or vibrate with the same velocity, the momentum
(quantity of motion) of each impulse is equal. Suppose the
quantity of energy liberated to be equal in two cases, the
moie rapid liberation will lead to a current in which a greater
number of such momenta occur in a short time, against an
equal number in a long time during the slower liberation.

The movements of external parts which any centre moat
specially represents are, physiologically speaking, those
united to it by lines of least resistance. We must bear in
mind that any centre represents external parts by lines of
different degrees of resistance, and no doubt often represents
parts indirectly by intermediation of other centres, lower or
collateral. The more force resulting from liberation of energy
upon nerve fibres, the greater are the resistances which can
be overcome. When greater resistances are overcome of
course the wider range has the spasm, and thus the more
widespread will be the subsequent paralysis.

But why is there not, after rapid discharge, as much local
paralysis in the parts which were first convulsed as after the
slower discharges, as well as paralysis in thdse parts which are
next convulsed ? Let me put this again. Supposing there is
such a discharging lesion that there occurs a slow discharge
upon an arm leaving it completely paralysed. Let us imagine,
simply in order to state the question more clearly, the
cells of the discharging lesion to become so much more un-
stable, or many more to become unstable, that in the next
paroxysm the discharge is much more rapid, and that the
whole body is convulsed. Why in the latter case is not
the arm as much paralysed as in the former case, although
there is also some slighter paralysis of the rest of the body ?
As a matter of fact, I submit that the paralysis is really less
in degree in the part first convulsed when the spreading of
spasm is rapid, and goes beyond the part, than when it is slow
and is confined to that part. 'There is less spasm of the part
first convulsed, that is, of the parts most specially repre-
sented by the cells discharging. When by more rapid
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discharges the next more resisting lines (of lower or collateral
centres) are overcome they are then paths of less resistance
than before. The energy when more rapidly liberated by the
discharging cells may be said to escape in more ways; the
currents developed are less concentrated on the external part
which the discharging cells most specially represent; the
currents developed overcome lines of next and next greater
resistance; hence parts most specially represented in the
centre are less convulsed than in slow discharge, and those
less specially represented more than in slow discharges.

On the other hand, in slow discharges the currents developed
will keep more to lines of least of all resistance, will " flow " to
parts most specially represented; being unable to overcome
lines of greater resistance, they will continue to flow only on
the lines which can be most.easily overcome; thus the spasm
is local and lengthy.

If the above reasoning be valid we should expect after
sudden rapid short discharges, no decided local persisting
paralysis, but slight widespread temporary paralysis, often so
slight, so widespread, and so temporary that it is ignored as
paralysis and called prostration. If, to speak roughly, as
much paralysis as makes one arm useless for four hours could
be spread out thin all over the body for perhaps a quarter of
an hour, it would not be recognised as paralysis at all, but as
weakness, &c.

No doubt, after the more rapid discharges there is really
more paralysis. The " discharging lesion" is like a
fulminate ; by the rapidity of the discharge it overcomes the
resistance of the normally unstable (comparatively stable)
cells of physiologically connected centres, and the more
rapidly it discharges, the more of healthy and collateral
centres is it likely to overcome; it will produce effects in
more ways more nearly at once. The currents developed by
a rapid local discharge having overcome healthy collateral or
lower centres, the energy of these centres will be added on to
that of the primal liberation ; there will be a compound effect
from a more rapid discharge.
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